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A Pioneer in Yokohama
2012-03-15

in relating the story of his life on the island of deshima and in the port of yokohama during the late
1850s dutch merchant c t assendelft de coningh provides both an unprecedented eyewitness account
of daily life in the japanese treaty ports and a unique perspective on the economic military and
political forces the western imperial powers brought to bear on newly opened japan a general
introduction provides essential historical and cultural background as well as a brief biography of de
coningh substantial footnotes explain those terms names and cultural references that may be
unfamiliar to modern readers thirteen illustrations are included as are a chronology of events a
bibliography and an index
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in relating the story of his life on the island of deshima and in the port of yokohama during the late
1850s dutch merchant c t assendelft de coningh provides both an unprecedented eyewitness account
of daily life in the japanese treaty ports and a unique perspective on the economic military and
political forces the western imperial powers brought to bear on newly opened japan a general
introduction provides essential historical and cultural background as well as a brief biography of de
coningh substantial footnotes explain those terms names and cultural references that may be
unfamiliar to modern readers thirteen illustrations are included as are a chronology of events a
bibliography and an index

Treaty Ports in Modern China
2016-05-20

this book presents a wide range of new research on the chinese treaty ports the key strategic places
on china s coast where in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries various foreign powers
controlled through unequal treaties whole cities or parts of cities outside the jurisdiction of the
chinese authorities topics covered include land and how it was acquired the flow of people good and
information specific individuals and families who typify life in the treaty ports and technical
advances exploration and innovation in government

China's Treaty Ports
1999

outposts of western civilization to some agents of foreign oppression to others it was in the treaty
ports that west forcibly met east

Treaty Ports
1944

illustrated lining papers first edition
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Treaty Ports in China
2013-09

the making of modern law foreign comparative and international law 1600 1926 brings together
foreign comparative and international titles in a single resource its international law component
features works of some of the great legal theorists including gentili grotius selden zouche pufendorf
bijnkershoek wolff vattel martens mackintosh wheaton among others the materials in this archive
are drawn from three world class american law libraries the yale law library the george washington
university law library and the columbia law library now for the first time these high quality digital
scans of original works are available via print on demand making them readily accessible to libraries
students independent scholars and readers of all ages the below data was compiled from various
identification fields in the bibliographic record of this title this data is provided as an additional tool
in helping to insure edition identification yale law librarylp3y003870019180101the making of
modern law foreign comparative and international law 1600 1926vita published also without thesis
note new york city university printing office 1918x 202 p 1 25 cmunited states

Empires on the Waterfront
2020-05-11

empires on the waterfront offers a new spatial framework for understanding japan s extended
transition into the modern world of nation states this study examines a largely unacknowledged
system of special trading ports that operated under full japanese jurisdiction in the shadow of the
better known treaty ports by allowing japan to circumvent conditions imposed on treaty ports the
special trading ports were key to achieving autonomy and regional power catherine l phipps uses an
overtly geographic approach to demonstrate that the establishment of japan s maritime networks
depended on initiatives made and carried out on multiple geographical scales global national and
local the story of the special trading ports unfolds in these three dimensions through an in depth
assessment of the port of moji in northern kyushu empires on the waterfront recasts the rise of japan
s own empire as a process deeply embedded in the complicated system of maritime relations in east
asia during the pivotal second half of the nineteenth century

Life in Treaty Port China and Japan
2018-03-30

this edited volume moves beyond the traditional examination of the treaty ports of china and japan
as places of cultural interaction it moves beyond the bund presenting instead the history of material
culture the everyday life of the residents of the treaty ports beyond the symbology of shanghai s
waterfront bringing for the first time together scholars of china and japan museum curators legal
economic and architectural historians it studies the treaty ports not only as sites of cultural
exchange but also as sites of social contestation accommodation and mobility covering topics as
varied as day to day life itself such as family property and law health and welfare travel visual
culture and memory the call of this volume is to peel the multiple layers of the encounter between
east and west in the treaty ports of china and japan

Bargaining with the State from Afar
2001-03-29
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in the early 1990s when organizations representing the 2 6 million u s nationals living abroad
appealed to congress for their own non voting representative the response of one senator was to
dismiss these moans of the mink swathed americans abroad however the image of a life of luxury
abroad is usually a harsher reality complicated by income taxes military duty and legal jurisdiction
what exactly is the obligation of a state toward citizens who live outside its borders bargaining with
the state from afar traces the relationship between the united states federal government and
sojourning americans living in the colonial enclaves of pre world war ii china this group of americans
was not subject to chinese law but rather to an amalgam of laws borrowed from the district of
columbia and other territorial codes as well as to local ordinances enacted by foreigners themselves
scully explores u s government efforts to police this anomalous zone in the american policy and
places the struggle between federal officials and sojourning u s nationals in the larger context of
changing international law and modern citizenship regimes she argues that the american experience
with extraterritorial justice in china offers an important new vantage point from which to examine a
singular area in the history of modern states this case study of u s consular jurisdiction reveals the
legal political and cultural process through which modern states have struggled to govern citizens
outside their borders scully s examination of the u s court for china is one of the first serious analysis
of this anomalous institution

Reports on Trade at the Treaty Ports for the Years
1865-1881
1881

this is the first in depth study of the early trial and error experiences of contracting between
japanese and western merchants trading in the japanese treaty ports in the eighteen year period
immediately following the opening of the ports in 1859 fundamental to the equation were the
inevitable east west cultural and legal ambiguities that impacted on the traders the learning curve
for both westerners and japanese regarding the nature and application of western contracting law
was predictably difficult tortuous and open to constant misunderstanding nevertheless it was within
such a framework that the principal benchmarks for trade with japan were set down and which in
essence have lasted to the present day

Reports on Trade at the Treaty Ports
1868

looking modern east asian visual culture from treaty ports to world war ii examines multiple
dimensions of visual modernity in east asia from the nineteenth century through the early decades of
the twentieth the papers were drawn from two symposia held at the center for the art of east asia in
the department of art history the university of chicago which brought out important themes in east
asian art and visual culture in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries including photography cinema
and fashion changing roles of women commercialization of art and the impact of western cultures
they undertook a broad interpretation of visual modernity to include visual dimensions of human
endeavor traditionally seen as outside of artistic production in order to encourage exploration of new
and understudied materials across disciplinary boundaries this volume not only provides important
background in the growth of modern visual culture in east asia but also is a collection of seminal
research on specific topics that have a broad impact upon present day visual arts of china and japan
publisher s description
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Japan's Early Experience of Contract Management in the
Treaty Ports
2013-12-19

this comprehensive guide to key cities of china and japan was published in hong kong and london in
1867

Looking Modern
2009

during the more than four decades that he spent in china at the end of the qing dynasty william
nelson lovatt participated in four wars served in its maritime customs service and experienced treaty
port society this book provides a rare new insider look at china at the end of the nineteenth century

The treaty ports of China and Japan, a guide book & vade
mecum, by W.F. Mayers, N.B. Dennys and C. King, ed. by
N.B. Dennys
1867

明治11年 東北を旅ゆくバードの真実に迫る

The Treaty Ports of China and Japan. A Complete Guide to
the Open Ports of Those Countries, Together with Peking,
Yedo, Hongkong and Macao. Forming a Guide Book & Vade
Mecum ... With 29 Maps and Plans. By Wm. Fred. Mayers ...
N. B. Dennys ... and Chas. King ... Compiled and Edited by N.
B. Dennys. [With a Bibliography.]
1867

this book presents intimate engaging and largely untold portraits of western lives and livelihoods in
japanese and chinese treaty ports as well as in the british colonies of hong kong australia and new
zealand during the 19th century it does so by examining how westerners chronicled their overseas
lives in personal letters diplomatic dispatches business records and academic papers by utilizing
these rich but often overlooked sources chronicling westerners in nineteenth century east asia
presents new insights into the pace and challenges of daily life especially in the japanese treaty
ports of nagasaki and yokohama but also in shanghai and hong kong in the process the volume
stresses the connectivities between its subjects as westerners lives intersected and as they moved
between japanese and chinese port cities contributors based in the usa japan the uk new zealand
and switzerland reveal the various commercial maritime and imperial connections linked in
surprising ways to westerners in east asia portrayed here which shaped colonial development in
australia and new zealand through a broad investigation of westerners recording their lives the book
re examines wider histories of the so called openings of china and japan in the 1850s and 1860s as
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well as how westerners sought to make sense of these events and to narrate their place within them
finally the volume considers how flows of people capital commerce and communications not only cut
across the histories of distinct treaty ports in japan and china but also shows their implications for
empire and exchange beyond east asia including australia new zealand and the 19th century
maritime world

The Treaty Ports of China and Japan
2012-04-26

japan s modern international history began in 1858 with the signing of the unequal commercial
treaty with the us over the next 15 years japanese diplomacy was reshaped in response to the
western imperialist challenge this book explains the emergence of modern japan through early
treaty relations

William Nelson Lovatt in Late Qing China
2019-11-07

reprint of the original first published in 1876

Returns of Trade at the Treaty Ports ...
1882

Reports on Trade at the Treaty Ports in China
1866

完訳日本奥地紀行
2012-07

Chronicling Westerners in Nineteenth-century East Asia
2022

Negotiating with Imperialism
2009-07

Correspondence Respecting the Treaty Between Japan and
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Corea
2024-06-23

Cobbett's Parliamentary Debates
1884

Returns of Trade at the Treaty Ports and Trade Reports, for
the Year ...
1873

Trade statistics of the treaty ports, for 1863-1872
1873

Treaty Ports in China
1918

Hertslet's Commercial Treaties
1885

Board of Trade Journal of Tariff and Trade Notices and
Miscellaneous Commercial Information
1891

Diplomatic and Consular Reports
1897

Littell's Living Age
1890
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The Quarterly Review
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